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Hardball is the wrong technique to get China to open up about the early spread of the pandemic. A successful but little-known global disease program offers a much smarter approach.
A Virus-Hunter’s Advice on Dealing with China’s Resistance on Covid
This question is one that Mingzhao Liu has been thinking about as he fabricates thin-film materials for applications in solar energy conversion and quantum information science (QIS). Liu joined the ...
Making High-Quality Materials with Mingzhao Liu
Key policy revisions have loosened oversight of NIH-funded "gain of function" research despite some experts' fears it could inadvertently cause a pandemic.
A science in the shadows
To answer one conspiracy theory with another only undermines the significance of China’s record in combatting the COVID-19 pandemic.
China calls on WHO to inspect US Army biological facility
Canadian antibody shop AbCellera acquired Massachusetts biotech TetraGenetics in an all-cash transaction. While more specific details were not made publicly available, AbCellera did say in a statement ...
AbCellera acquires transmembrane protein producer; Compass gains psychedelic IP portfolio
The FDA has cleared a company trying to use CRISPR gene-editing to cure HIV to begin clinical trials. The study, run by the startup Excision BioTherapeutics, will likely begin early next year, CMO ...
FDA clears first-of-its-kind trial to see if CRISPR gene editing can cure HIV
The Chinese Ambassador to Sri Lanka, Qi Zhenhong, at a recent meeting with Health Minister Pavithra Wanniarachchi (now appointed as the Minister of Transport), said Covid-19 is a matter of science and ...
China influencing world using army of fake social media accounts, but why?
Carson Now sourced questions from the community on questions they had regarding COVID-19, the Delta Variant, how masks work, and more. Carson City Health Officer Dr. Colleen Lyons agreed to answer ...
Carson City Health Officer answers community questions regarding COVID, the Delta variant, masks, breakthroughs and more
A 41-year-old man was arrested Wednesday for suspicion of drug possession and other offenses, according to a Carson City Sheriff's Office booking report. Adrian Jones was taken into custody at 7:57 p.
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